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As summer approaches, pet owners need to be aware of how the changing environment affects their pets. We
know you have enough to think about so we’ve put together a summer checklist to help you out!

1. As it gets hotter, dogs need paw protection from hot asphalt and pavement. Just like cars, pavements retain
much more heat than the surrounding air especially if they are darker in color. It can be hard to determine just
from weather conditions whether or not it is safe for your pet to walk on the pavement, but generally speaking,
if the bottoms of your own hands or feet can tolerate it, then it is safe for them to walk on without the risk of
burning. Some ways to prevent burnt paws this summer are:

● Walk when it is cooler if possible. Walking on grass is also preferable.
● Moisturize your dog's paws with a Vitamin E cream, making sure to rub in the mixture so that your dog

cannot lick it. Paw wax is specifically made to withstand more severe temperatures but tends to wear
off after some use.

● Dog boots and dog socks can provide a necessary barrier between the hot ground and your pet's
sensitive paw pads.

2. Most people do not realize that their dogs can get a sunburn, and they risk many of the same complications
that humans do when exposed to too much of it. Hairless dog breeds, or dogs with white or thin fur, are
especially predisposed to getting sunburnt. Sunscreens formulated for dogs and sensitive skin can be bought
to prevent this.

3. Make sure your pet always has access to clean water at any given time. This can prevent heat stroke or
dehydration.

https://profpetsit.com/paw-injuries/
https://profpetsit.com/cat-drink-enough/


4. Stock up on flea and tick preventative. It’s important to have your pet on flea and tick treatment not just
because of the pests themselves but they can cause a host of other health issues from hotspots to Lyme
Disease.

If you are able to, do not hesitate to consult with your veterinarian regarding your summer pet health checklist.
More health issues arise in the summer because the weather presents a larger strain on daily bodily functions.
It is important to get annual health checks to make sure that your pet is ready to take on the summer fun.

Summertime Support!

Want your dog to get out of the house for a walk without the worry of overheating? Let our trained
professionals advise on proper safety measures for your pet or take it off your hands altogether with our

dog-walking service. If you’re back at work, take advantage of personalized attention with our
award-winning pet sitting services! Learn more here.

NOW HIRING!

THIS MONTH’S
TOP STORIES

Top 3 Cooling Pads for Dogs on Amazon

During the hot summer months, it's important to keep your pup cool. If your dog gets too hot, for too long it
can be very dangerous for their health. It can lead to dehydration, heat stroke, or even death if they've been
overheated for too long. Cooling pads are an essential tool for keeping your dog cool through the summer.
Let's review some below:

Chillz Cooling Mat For Dogs (https://tinyurl.com/chillzdog)
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This is Amazon's preferred pick for dog cooling mats. This dog cooling mat comes in three various sizes:
medium, large, and XL. This mat uses a pressure-activated, non-toxic, cooling gel that is triggered by your pet’s
heat and weight distribution. It's very convenient for traveling and folds up nicely for storage. The material the
mat is made of is polyester.

Arf Pets Dog Self Cooling Mat (https://tinyurl.com/Arfpetsmat)

This is Amazon's non-toxic pick for dog cooling mats. This dog cooling mat features a non-toxic, latex-free
material and is rated at 100% safe for children and pets alike. This mat requires some recharge time but does
not require electricity or any power source. Simply just let the cooling gel in the mat do its thing, and your dog
will have three hours of continuous cooling before it needs to be recharged.

Coleman Pressure Activated Pet Pad (https://tinyurl.com/colemandog)

This is Amazon's most efficient pick for dog cooling mats. This dog cooling mat also features a non-toxic,
pressure-activated cooling gel that will cool your dog down. This pad does not require a recharge to maintain
the cooling features. The Coleman pet pad also features a rugged, easy to wipe-down surface in case the pad
gets dirty.

https://tinyurl.com/Arfpetsmat
https://tinyurl.com/colemandog


Ideas for Summertime Fun
Throw a few favorite treats into a kiddie pool and watch Fido go!

Make some “pup-sicles” for an icy, cool treats for your best furiend.

Play a game of fetch but turn on the sprinklers!

Have a dog date at a local dog-friendly cafe and treat Rover to a

summer feast.

Hide some new summer-themed toys around the yard for a game of

hide-and-hunt.

If your furry friend enjoys car rides, stock up on some treats and

portable water (for you both) and tour the town (do NOT leave your

dog alone in the car).

Nothing says summer like a day at the beach, just be sure to take all

safety measures.

Start a walking group, this means new friends for you and new

furiends for Fido!

Have a dog-friendly BBQ. Friends, food, and fun in the comfort of your

backyard? Woof!
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